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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Aurora Police Department’s mission to make the City of Aurora safer every day requires ongoing evaluation 
of the department’s policies and procedures to ensure they best serve the needs of the community and reduce 
crime.  As part of our commitment to the community we serve, we recognize our obligation to document, 
analyze, and publicly report data on use of force incidents.  The Professional Accountability Division’s  
Annual Use of Force Report for Year 2020 reflects the Department’s continued efforts to build community trust, 
increase transparency, and enhance overall police services. 
 
Many unique factors in 2020 influenced the number and types of use of force incidents, making direct 
comparisons to previous years’ data less relevant.  Some of these factors include: 

• COVID-19 impacts, including: 
○ Police responding to fewer calls for service 
○ Less public interaction due to the public staying at home 
○ Less arrest situations due to jails placing restrictions on types of criminal acts they would 

accept, leading directly to fewer incidents of resisting arrest 
○ Officers were less likely to go “hands on” with subjects they anticipated would resist arrest out 

of concern of exposure to COVID-19 
• SB-217 was introduced which created changes in officer liability in use of force incidents, including 

changes in state law regarding situations where force could be used.  
• Numerous protests both in Aurora and Denver where Aurora officers assisted and resulted in 

disproportionate uses of force in short time frames. 
• Community expectations of policing changed in general, and more specifically, in what types of 

circumstances use of force by police would be supported. 
 

The Annual Use of Force Report for Year 2020 utilizes 2020 use of force data that is tracked and collected via the 
Administrative Investigations Management software.  The report identifies and summarizes use of force incident 
data; demographics; uses of force characteristics; injuries reported; and three-year historical trends, where 
applicable. 
  
It is important to mention notable changes made to the collection and counting of data used in the  
Annual Use of Force Report for Year 2020.  Discrepancies related to uses of force statistics were discovered 
during the preparation of this report.  The methodology for collecting and counting data for the report has been 
adjusted to avoid similar errors going forward.  Due to prior inaccuracies, statistics related to the characteristics 
of force such as types and efficacy, reasons, and dispositions regarding usage cannot be compared to prior 
years; therefore, historical trend information will not be provided.  
 
The Aurora Police Department is committed to continued efforts to improve tracking, data collection and 
analysis of its use of force incidents.  Ultimately, the information presented is most effectively used to evaluate 
and inform the Department of emerging trends to support improvements as the agency continues to focus its 
emphasis on de-escalation.  The purpose of the information within the Annual Use of Force Report for Year 2020 
is to further refine police responses with the goal of preventing harm to both citizens and officers by preserving 
the sanctity of life.  Assessing the factors surrounding use of force encounters is an important step toward 
ensuring the safest possible outcome for all involved.  
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The Aurora Police Department categorizes use of force incidents into three Tiers:  

 
 
For the purpose of the above Tier guidelines, some definitions are necessary: 
 

• Professional Medical Treatment  - Treatment provided by medical staff such as a doctor, registered 
nurse, licensed practical nurse, paramedic or emergency medical technician beyond basic first aid.  
Examples include stitches, setting a broken bone or correcting a dislocation.  Diagnostic tests such as 
blood tests, x-rays, blood pressure, etc. are not considered professional medical treatment. 

• Hospitalization  - Being admitted to a hospital.  Being treated and released from a hospital ER 
department, jail nurse or similar is not hospitalization. 

• Minor injury  - An injury that does not require professional medical treatment as defined above 
• Basic First Aid  - Treatment that does not require medical training, such as cleaning a wound, bandaging 

or over the counter treatments. 

Additionally, injuries must be caused by the officer during the use of force and not be pre-existing or the result 
of a medical condition. 
 
The Force Review Board consists of a body of sworn officers who review all Tier 2 and Tier 3 incidents.  The 
Force Review Board will also review Tier 1 incidents that need additional consideration as determined by the 
incidents’ respective chains of command.  The Force Review Board reviews use of force cases for compliance 
with applicable state statutes, department directives and consistency with training. 

 
Directive 05.03: Use of Physical and Deadly Force is the primary policy that guides the use of force by members 
of the Aurora Police Department and was last revised in October of 2020 to conform to guidance from SB-217 
and industry best practices.  This policy encourages the use of non-violent means to gain compliance whenever 
possible and the utilization of de-escalation techniques when appropriate and time and circumstances allow.  
Specifically, the use of force is authorized to 1. Effect an arrest; 2. Prevent an escape; or 3. Prevent an imminent 
threat of serious bodily injury or death to the sworn member or another person.  After any use of force and 
control is gained, members will immediately de-escalate and provide care for the suspect if necessary.  
Additionally, members involved in a use of force will be relieved as soon as practicable by a member who was 
not involved in the use of force (Directive 05.10: Officer Relief Process). 
 
 
 

An application of force involving the use of physical control holds or tactics designed to gain 
compliance or overcome resistance.   The force does not result in injury requiring professional 
medical treatment and does not involve the use of defensive weapons.  Tier 1 uses of force   
are reviewed up to the district deputy commander level and can be sent to the Force Review 
Board.

An application of force involving the use of intermediary defensive weapons such as 
tasers, batons, personal weapons or force that results in injury requiring professional 
medical treatment.  Tier 2 uses of force are reviewed by the Force Review Board.

An application of force involving the use of a deadly weapon, deadly force, or is likely to result 
in death, regardless of injury.  It also applies to a use of force that results in hospitalization or 
death; or, when a supervisor and Duty Captain believe the use of force, weapons, or tools 
used warrant a Tier 3 notification and response. 

Tier 1 

Tier 2 

Tier 3 
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Directive 05.04: Reporting and Investigating the Use of Tools, Weapons and Physical Force is the primary policy 
that establishes how force is reported, investigated and the review process for a use of force.  Two notable 
changes made were the broadening of the Tier 3 definition; and considering photographs of suspect injuries (or 
lack of) as digital evidence in the cases.   
 
All uses of force are mandated to be reported as soon as practicable to a supervisor.  Supervisors will then 
conduct an investigation into the use of force, including interviewing the involved officer, witness officers, 
civilian witnesses and the subject the force was used on.  Additionally, the supervisor will document the scene, 
injuries or lack of injuries to the officers and subject, as well as ensure that medical treatment is provided if 
necessary.  The supervisor will collect any other relevant information and create an entry into the electronic 
tracking program.  Once the use of force is fully documented, it is tracked up the chain of command or to the 
Force Review Board for review and adjudication.  When reviewing a use of force, the overarching guidance 
comes from Graham v. Conner, which establishes the standard of “Objectively Reasonable” in light of the 
circumstances that existed at the time, as evaluated by another police officer in the same circumstance.  It also 
establishes that the use of force must be based on what the officer knew at the time, without 20/20 hindsight.   
 
Use of force policies, practices, training and equipment are reviewed by academy staff as they prepare use of 
force instruction and present trainings to new recruits as well as all sworn at annual in-service training.  The 
Annual Use of Force Report, POST requirements and CALEA standards may also prompt review and adjustment 
of policies, practices, equipment and training as necessary. 
 
Note that starting in 2021, at the direction of Chief Wilson, a Force Investigation Unit has been created to 
ensure increased consistency, review, and transparency with regard to the use of force by members.  This unit 
will be tasked with ensuring robust, complete use of force investigations that meet State law, department 
policy, training standards and community expectations.  This unit is expected to be fully operational mid-2021, 
with the first half of the year dedicated to personnel selection, training, establishing Standard Operating 
Procedures and delineating responsibilities in conjunction with other units. 
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USE OF FORCE INCIDENTS 
 
 

UOF INCIDENTS & POPULATION 
 
In 2020, the Aurora Police Department (APD) generated 500 Use of Force (UOF) incident reports, or, 15.4% 
fewer incidents when compared to the prior two years.  During that time, APD officers were involved in 5 
protests, that, when excluded, indicate a 16.2% decrease in UOF incidents.  UOF incidents may involve 
more than one use of force, more than one subject, and/or more than one officer.  The table below 
identifies APD UOF incident counts as well as City of Aurora (COA) population changes over the last three 
years.  The COA had a slight increase in population, 0.4%, while the number of UOF incidents decreased.  

 

Year UOF 
Incidents 

% 
Change 

COA 
Population 

% 
Change 

2018 592 (1.5%) 374,154 3.6% 

2019 591 (0.2%) 384,950 2.9% 

2020 500 (15.4%) 386,502 0.4% 

2020 w/o protests 495 (16.2%) 386,502 0.4% 
 
 
UOF INCIDENTS BY LOCATION, CRIME & POPULATION  
 
The table below indicates District 1 and District 2 had the highest number of UOF incidents, 47% and 
32%, respectively; as well as the highest volume of major crimes, 44% and 33%, respectively.  In 2020, 
COA population counts indicate District 1 and District 3 contained the most people, 32% and 39%, 
respectively.  Additionally, APD officers provided assistance to outside agencies in 11 UOF incidents that 
included 2 large protests in Denver.  
 

Location UOF 
Incidents 

% of 
Total 

APD UCR 
Crimes 2020 

% of 
Total 

COA 
Population 

% of 
Total 

All 500 100% 16,494 100% 386,502 100% 

District 1 235 47% 7,304 44% 124,292 32% 

District 2 162 32% 5,437 33% 97,887 25% 

District 3 92 18% 3,644 22% 152,420 39% 

Outside City 11 2% N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 
 
UOF INCIDENTS BY TIER 
 
The table below indicates 76% of UOF incidents were Tier 1 which is the lowest levels of force.  Incidents where 
the highest levels of force were used, Tier 3, had 4 incidents in 2020.   
 
Tier level descriptions can be found in APPENDIX I 

UOF Incident  
Tier Level Tier 1  Tier 2 Tier 3 

District 1 182 53 0 

District 2 121 39 2 

District 3 72 19 1 

Outside City 3 7 1 

% of Total 378 or 76% 118 or 23% 4 or 1% 
 
Percentages of total Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 incidents, 76%, 23%, and 1% respectively, are consistent with prior 
years’ tier level usage.  
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UOF INCIDENTS BY BEAT   

 

The chart below provides a 

summary of incidents by 

police beat.  In 2020, the 

average count of incidents 

per beat was 18.  The highest 

volume was in Beat 15 (39), 

followed by Beat 5 (34), and 

Beat 16 (32).   

District 1 encompasses the 

most beats and had the 

highest combined number 

of UOF incidents (235).  

 

     

 

 

 

 

Last year, the average number of incidents per beat declined by 18%, or, 3 fewer use of force incidents per beat 
compared to prior years; however, Beat 5 and Beat 15 have been consistent areas of UOF incidents, yearly. 
 
UOF INCIDENTS BY MONTH  
      

The table on the left identifies 
the months in 2020 that had the  
highest number of UOF incidents.   
December had the most (61), 
followed by October (51) and       

September (47).                                                                                                                

                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

UOF INCIDENTS BY HOUR & DAY OF WEEK 

The table on the right indicates the majority of UOF incidents 

(56%) occurred between 1 p.m.  - 11 p.m..  Additionally,  

the highest number of events took place on Saturday and Sunday, 

and again, on Tuesday and Wednesday. 
 

Over the last 3 years, UOF incidents consistently occurred just before, and during, swing shift (3 p.m.  - 1 p.m.); and 
Saturday is the only common day of week of occurrence. There were no trends related to months of occurrence. 

 

UOF 
by Month 

Count 

January 45 

February 45 

March 43 

April 44 

May 35 

June 27 

July 28 

August 30 

September 47 

October 51 

November 45 

December 61 

 

 

UOF by

HR & DOW
Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

12 a.m. 2 1 2 2 4 7 4

1 a.m. 0 2 2 2 3 1 7

2 a.m. 5 1 0 1 3 3 6

3 a.m. 1 3 2 2 0 3 2

4 a.m. 1 5 0 1 0 1 1

5 a.m. 2 0 3 0 4 1 1

6 a.m. 1 1 1 2 2 0 1

7 a.m. 2 3 1 3 1 1 1

8 a.m. 2 2 1 1 0 4 1

9 a.m. 2 2 2 4 1 1 2

10 a.m. 5 1 2 0 2 5 1

11 a.m. 3 3 5 3 3 2 2

12 p.m. 2 1 0 2 1 5 2

1 p.m. 2 8 2 5 3 2 4

2 p.m. 2 3 3 1 5 2 3

3 p.m. 3 1 2 1 3 3 3

4 p.m. 3 6 2 3 3 2 2

5 p.m. 5 3 3 1 6 7 5

6 p.m. 7 4 1 2 3 4 2

7 p.m. 1 6 8 2 4 7 3

8 p.m. 2 8 2 3 4 10 8

9 p.m. 2 4 3 3 4 3 5

10 p.m. 3 4 4 3 5 4 5

11 p.m. 4 3 6 2 6 8 4

11

3

4

11

12

10

2

22

28

1

16

22

32

39

16

16

20
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28

20
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Count 

District 1 

(235)

District 3 

(92)
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(162)
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USE OF FORCE INVOLVED 
 
In 2020, there were 644 subjects involved in 500 UOF incidents.  Included are 116 UOF subjects who participated 
in 5 protests that occurred in and outside of the City.  Several subjects can be involved in one incident or one 
subject may be involved in multiple incidents; either scenario will count subject(s) each time.  The majority of 
subjects, 87%, were involved in one incident and the remaining were involved in two or more.  Last year, APD made 
nearly 5,000 physical arrests, of which, roughly 13% resulted in uses of force. 
 
The table on the left indicates the lowest level of force, Tier 1, was utilized on 61% of subjects and Tier 2 force 
was applied to 38% of subjects.   
 
Additionally, 80 subjects were involved in UOF incidents that occurred outside the City; 66 subjects were 
involved in 2 protests in Denver and 14 subjects were involved in 9 outside assists.  
 
The table on the right depicts initial reasons for subject contact; almost half were contacted for felonies and the 
other half for misdemeanors. 

 
 

UOF SUBJECT INVOLVED 
 
Tier level descriptions can be found in APPENDIX I 

UOF Subject 
by Tier 

COA 
Outside  

City 
% of 
Total 

Tier 1 389 6 61% 

Tier 2 172 73 38% 

Tier 3 3 1 1% 

Total 564 80 100% 

              
In 2020, 116 subjects had Tier 2 force applied by APD officers during all protests which contributed to an 
increase of 5% more subjects involved than prior years. When protest subjects were excluded, there was a 
decrease of 14% of subjects involved in UOF incidents, when compared to prior years. 
 
UOF SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
The following table provides a breakdown of UOF subject demographics.  Limited information is known about 
the UOF subjects involved in protests.*   In 2020, just over one-third, 36%, of subjects involved in UOF incidents 
were Black, and just under one-third, 30%, were White; whereas, 16% of Aurora’s population were Black, and 
61% were White.  
 

UOF Subject 
Gender 

UOF Subject 
Race/Ethnicity 

Count 
UOF Subject 

Race %  
% of COA 

Race/Ethnicity 

Male 423 66% American Indian/Alaskan Native -- -- 1% 

Female 98 15% Asian 7 1% 6% 

Unknown 123 19% Black 231 36% 16% 

Total 644 100% Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 4 1% 0% 

Average Age Hispanic 85 13% 28% 

Male 30   White 193 30% 61% 

Female 28   Two or More Races 1 0% 5% 

 
*Last year had 123 (19%) UOF subjects of unknown races/ethnicities, primarily due to protests, where subjects fled 
prior to contact and identity and/or demographic information were not captured. 
 
In 2020, subjects involved in the highest number of UOF incidents were ages 24 and 26.  The average age of subjects 
involved was 30 which is consistent with prior years.  Nearly half of subjects, 45%, were between the ages of 24  - 32.  

UOF Subject Offense Count 

Felony 310 

Misdemeanor 295 

Protective Custody 37 

Petty Offense 2 

Total 644 
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UOF OFFICER INVOLVED 
 
Last year, 413 APD officers were involved in 500 UOF incidents.  Included are 67 officers who participated in 5 
protests that occurred in and outside of the City.  Several officers can be involved in one incident or one officer 
may be involved in multiple incidents; either scenario will count officer(s) each time.  In  2020, each officer was 
involved in an average of 3 UOF incidents which resulted in a total of 1,286 officers involved. 
 
The table below indicates the lowest level of force, Tier 1, was utilized by officers 70% of the time and Tier 2 
force was used 29% of the time.  Additionally, 65 APD officers were involved in UOF incidents that occurred 
outside the City to include 2 protests in Denver as well as 9 additional outside assists. 
  
Tier level descriptions can be found in APPENDIX I 

UOF Officer 
by Tier  

COA  
Outside  

City 
% of Total 

Tier 1 900 6 70% 

Tier 2 294 76 29% 

Tier 3 7 3 1% 

Total 1,201 85 100% 
 
Cumulatively, 100 APD officers applied Tier 2 uses of force during all protests.  This contributed to an increase of 
nearly 2% more officers involved in UOF incidents than the average number of officers involved in previous 
years.  When officers involved in protests were excluded, there was a decrease of 6% of officers involved, when 
compared to the average number of officers involved in prior years. 
 
UOF OFFICER TENURE  
 
In 2020, the average tenure of officers involved in UOF incidents was 7 years of service.   
 
 

UOF OFFICER DEMOGRAPHICS  
 
The following table provides a breakdown of officer demographics.  In 2020, just over three-fourths (77%) of 
officers involved in UOF incidents were White and 9% were Hispanic.  The racial makeup of officers involved in 
UOF incidents aligns with the racial makeup of all APD officers and is to be expected.   
 

UOF Officer 
Gender 

UOF Officer 
Race/Ethnicity 

Count 
UOF Officer 

Race %  
% of All APD Officer 

Race/Ethnicity 

Male 1,155 90% American Indian/Alaskan Native 6 0% 1% 

Female 131 10% Asian 35 3% 2% 

Total  1,286 100% Black 44 3% 4% 

  Hawaiian/Pacific Islander -- -- -- 

All APD Officer Gender Hispanic 121 9% 10% 

Male 669 88% White 994 77% 79% 

Female 95 13% Two or More Races 86 7% 4% 
 
 
In 2020, officers involved in UOF incidents were an average of 36 years old.  The age of officers involved in the 
highest count of incidents was 29 years old.  Half of the officers involved, 50%, were between the ages of 29  - 37.  
 
Comparatively, there have been no changes in officers’ average tenure, racial makeup, or average age over the 
last three years.  
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USES OF FORCE CHARACTERISTICS 
 

Officers may be required to utilize use of force tools and tactics in an effort to gain compliance and subdue 
subjects who resist officers’ commands. Officers rely on law, policy, training and experience when determining 
the appropriate level of force necessary to bring the situation under control in a safe and prudent manner. 
Throughout an interaction, officers continually reassess subject’s actions and modify responses to ensure the 
safety of the community, officers and involved subjects. The following use of force information identifies 
characteristics of force utilized by officers in the field.  

 
UOF CHARACTERISTIC - TYPE AND EFFICACY 
 
The table below provides a description of the types of force applied to subjects as well as efficacy rates.  In 
2020, there was a total of 1,579 applications of force that involved 644 subjects and 413 officers.  Many 
incidents had multiple uses of force and 93% of applications were used effectively.  In general, lower levels of 
force, such as control techniques are used most often and can be highly effective.*  The most frequently used 
types of force, included Tier 1 and Tier 2 control techniques, and had an efficacy rate of 93% or higher and are 
shown below in gray.  The least effective type of force was the Taser Dart Probe which was 58% effective. Taser 
barbs must come in contact with the subject and bulky clothing can cause its action to fail.   
 
Tier level descriptions can be found in APPENDIX I 

Types of Force Total Uses % Effective % Ineffective 

12-Gauge Sock Round 16 88% 14 6% 1 

Baton 34 100% 34 -- -- 

Baton Used for Leverage or Push 15 100% 15 -- -- 

Control Techniques - Tier 1*  906 95% 864 5% 42 

Control Techniques - Tier 2* 198 95% 188 5% 10 

Control Techniques - Tier 3 4 100% 4 -- -- 

Deadly Force 5 100% 5 -- -- 

Hobble 72 93% 67 7% 5 

Other Launchable Munitions 49 76% 37 27% 13 

Pepper Spray (OC) 16 75% 12 25% 4 

Personal Weapons 37 97% 36 3% 1 

Police Canine 13 100% 13 -- -- 

Restrained Subject for Medical Personnel 95 97% 92 3% 3 

Taser-Dart Probe 62 58% 36 42% 26 

Taser-Stun Gun 19 84% 16 16% 3 

Vehicle Tactical PIN 34 100% 34 -- -- 

Vehicle Maneuver PIT  4 75% 3 25% 1 

Total Efficacy 1,579 93% 1,470 7% 109 

 *Tier 1 & Tier 2 Control Techniques include, but are not limited to, twist locks, takedown, throws, etc.  
  
UOF CHARACTERISTIC - REASON 
      
UOF incidents can have multiple reasons related to why force was used.  In 2020, the  majority of instances had 
force used as a means necessary for subjects’ safety (61%), followed by the need to defend officers (19%).   
 
UOF CHARACTERISTIC - DISPOSITION 

 
In 2020, the majority of officers’ actions, 99%, had dispositions of “policy compliant”.  
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USE OF FORCE INJURED 
 
 

The tables below identify the number of injured subjects and officers during UOF incidents that occurred in 2020.  
 
 
UOF SUBJECT INJURED  
 

Of the 644 subjects involved in UOF incidents, 259, or 40%, reported injuries 
and just over 62% of the injuries occurred during Tier 1 interactions.  
 
 
It should be noted, there were instances where the cause of injury was not 
always due to the force used.  Some subjects were evaluated for mental  
health concerns, pre-existing conditions, or other miscellaneous medical 
issues; therefore, attributing all injuries to UOF incidents can be misleading. 

 
 
 
UOF OFFICER INJURED  
 

 
 
 
Of the 1,286 APD officers involved in UOF incidents, 125, or 10%, sustained 
injuries.  Over half, 56%, of their injuries occurred during Tier 1 interactions. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
The chart below indicates that the number of reported subject and officer injuries over the past three years 
have trended slightly upward. This is primarily due to a larger increase of officer and subject injuries that 
occurred in 2019 as well as a slighter increase of injured subjects in 2020.  
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APPENDIX I  - USE OF FORCE TIER LEVELS 
 
 

 

TIER 1 - Use of Force with No or Minor Injury/Use of Restraint.

* Take Down No Injury/Minor Injury
* Use of restraints, capture pole or restraint chair to overcome resistance
* Control Techniques used to overcome physcial resistance with No injury/Minor Injury
* Use of control weapons (Baton or SD-1) for leverage or control purposes (no strikes or thrusts)

Reporting Requirements: Determination to be made by supervisor, based on treatment status at time of 
release, if such UOF did not result in injury which required professional medical treatment. A GO is required, 
notification of supervisor and UOF in Electronic Tracking System is Required.  Supervisor to document injuries 
or lack thereof and investigation to be completed by supervisor and tracked through the chain of command.  
Photographs of injuries or lack thereof must be taken.

TIER 2 - Use of weapon other than a deadly weapon to overcome resistance or when subject is injured by 
member's application of force and requires professional medical treatment.  

* Pepper Spray * Taser * Lauchable Impact Weapons * Kicks * Carotid Control Hold
* Baton * Police Canine * Pitting of Vehicle * Knees          * Strikes
* Punches * Any injury in Tier 1 requiring Professional Medical Treatment

Reporting Requirements:  Notify Supervisor, UOF Report in Electronic Tracking System completed by Supervisor 
with documentation & investigation.  Track UOF report through chain of command for review and ultimately to 
the Professional Accountability Division Chief.  Photographs of injuries or lack thereof must be taken.

TIER 3 - Use of a deadly weapon, or deadly force, or potentially deadly force, regardless of any injury.  It also 
applies to the UOF, tools or weapons, which result in hospitalization or death; or when a supervisor in 
conjunction with the Duty Executive, believes a use of force, weapons, or tools warrants a Tier 3 notification 
and response.  

* Use of Force/Critical Incident    * Use of Deadly Weapon * Use of Deadly Force
* Use of Potentially  Deadly Force * Use of force, tools or weapons which results in hospitalization or death
* When a supervisor in conjunction with Duty Executive believes UOF, weapons or tools warrants a Tier 3 

notification & response
* Any Training Accident involving a firearm when another person is struck by a bullet and/or dies

Reporting Requirements:  Notification initiated to member's immediate supervisor, Duty Executive 
immediately notify Investigations Bureau Commander. Reported in Electronic Tracking System as well.  Any 
training accident when another person is struck by a bullet requires notification of the Duty Executive. 
Supervisor will NOT conduct an investigation into a Tier 3 critical incident, however, the supervisor will gather 
& enter sufficient information to start a UOF report in Electronic Tracking System to be tracked immediately 
to the Profession Accountability Division Chief only. Photographs of injuries or lack thereof must be taken.


